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Live Event Broadcasting (LEB)
Overview
：

Last updated 2022-03-17 10:34:09
Live Event Broadcasting (LEB) is the ultra-low-latency version of CSS. It delivers superior playback experience with
millisecond latency and is suitable for scenarios with high requirements on latency, such as online education, sports
streaming, and online quizzes.

Product Architecture
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Features
Playback with millisecond latency
LEB uses the UDP protocol to keep the latency within 1s, much lower than 3-5s in traditional live streaming. This,
along with excellent instant streaming performance and low stutter rate, guarantees a superior streaming experience.
Various features and smooth migration
LEB integrates a wide range of LVB features including live push, transcoding, recording, screencapture, porn
detection, and playback. It also allows smooth migration from LVB.
User-friendly, secure, and reliable
You can easily integrate LEB as it uses standard protocols. You can use it for playback on Chrome and Safari without
installing any plugins. Moreover, its protocols encrypt streams by default for improved security and reliability.

Pricing
LEB billable items include basic services and value-added services. Basic services are billed by upstream and
downstream traffic/bandwidth, and value-added services such as live transcoding, recording, screencapture, and porn
detection are billed by resource usage. For details, see Pricing Overview.

Getting Started
For details about how to use the demo and integrate LEB, see Getting Started.
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Use Cases
：

Last updated 2021-09-02 10:50:51

Sports Events
LEB offers live video streaming with ultra-low latency for sports events. The viewers can enjoy watching sports events
and get the event results in real time.

Live Shopping
LEB delivers ultra-low latency which can well meet the requirements of live shopping scenarios such as auctions and
sales promotions. LEB enables the host and viewers to get timely transaction feedback and allows viewers to easily
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purchase products while watching.

Online Classroom
LEB can be used to create an online classroom with ultra-low latency. LEB allows both teachers and students to
broadcast live video images in real time, making online classrooms just like face-to-face learning.

Live Q&A
Due to latency in traditional live Q&A, frames need to be inserted on the viewer clients so that the host and viewers
can see the same screen at the same time. Ultra-low latency LEB is a perfect solution for this problem. It ensures both
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sides can see the same screen in real time, thus achieving smooth live Q&A.

Interactions in Live Shows
LEB is suitable for live shows as it provides optimal user experience in giving gifts and other interactive features which
require low latency.
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Getting Started
：

Last updated 2022-08-29 12:07:12
This document shows you how to get started with LEB. Before using LEB, please read Pricing Overview to learn about
its billable items and prices.

Prerequisites
1. You have signed up for a Tencent Cloud account.
2. Go to the CSS console, agree to Tencent Cloud Service Agreement, and click Apply for Activation to activate
CSS.

：

Note

After activating CSS, you will get 20 GB of playback traffic for the Chinese mainland for free.
The steps to configure domain names for LEB are the same as those for LVB. If you are already using
LVB, you can skip to Step 4. Get a playback URL.

Step 1. Add domain names
To use CSS, you should have at least one push domain name and one playback domain name. You cannot use
one domain name for both push and playback.
You can add your own domain names.
1. Register your domain name. ICP filing is required if you want to use the domain in the Chinese mainland.
2. Log in to the CSS console and select Domain Management on the left sidebar.
3. Click Add Domain.
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：

Note

CSS provides a test domain name xxxx.livepush.myqcloud.com . You can use it to test push,
but we do not recommend using it for business purposes.
After the domain name is added successfully, you can view its information in the domain name list in
Domain Management. For information on how to manage your domains, see Domain Management.
For more information on domain names for live streaming, see Live Streaming Basics.

4. Once your domain name is added, the system will assign it a canonical name (suffixed with .tlivecdn.com or
.tlivepush.com ), which cannot be accessed before you complete CNAME configuration at your DNS service
provider. The following example shows you how to add a CNAME record if you use Tencent Cloud’s DNS service:
i. Log in to the DNS console.
ii. Find your domain name and click Resolve.
iii. On the domain name resolution page, click Add Record.
iv. Enter your domain name prefix for Host Record, select CNAME for Record Type, and enter the canonical
name for Record Value.
v. Click Save.

：

Note

It takes a while for CNAME configuration to take effect. You can use CSS only after it does.

After the CNAME configuration takes effect, you will see the

icon before the CNAME address in

Domain Management.
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If your CNAME configuration fails to take effect, please contact your DNS provider.
For how to add CNAME records with other DNS providers, see Configuring CNAME for Domain Name.

Step 2. Get a push URL
1. Go to CSS Toolkit > Address Generator.
2. Complete the following settings:
i. Select Push Domain for Domain Type.
ii. Select a push domain name you added in Domain Management.
iii. Enter a custom StreamName , such as liveteststream .
iv. Select a URL expiration time, such as 2021-05-25 23:59:59 .
v. Click Generate Address to generate a push address.

：

Note

The default value of AppName is live . txSecret is the signature for playback, and txTime is
the URL expiration time.
Here is another way to generate a push URL: In Domain Management, find the domain name you want to
use for push and click Manage. Under Push Configuration, select an expiration time for the URL, enter a
custom StreamName , and click Generate Push Address.
Before generating a push URL, you can create templates and bind them to your push domain. For the prices
of CSS value-added services, see Pricing Overview.
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Step 3. Start pushing
To start pushing, provide the push URL generated to the software you use for push.
For push on PCs, we recommend you use OBS. You need to configure the OBS plugin first. For subsequent steps,
see Push via OBS.
For push on web, we recommend you use Web Push: Click Generate. In the pop-up window, select a push domain
name, enter a custom StreamName , select a URL expiration time, and click Confirm. Turn the camera on, and
click Start Push.
For push from mobile devices, download the TCToolkit app, open it, go to the live push page, and enter the push
URL manually or scan the QR code generated in the previous step to auto-fill the URL. Tap Start Push.

：

Note

You can integrate the MLVB SDK into your app to implement the push feature.
The LEB solution for web does not support decoding or playing B-frames. For details, see B-Frames.

Step 4. Get the playback URL
1. After push succeeds, select Stream Management on the left sidebar. Under the Live Streams tab, you can view
the status of the push URL. You can also click Preview to play the stream.
2. Go to CSS Toolkit > Address Generator and complete the following settings:
i. Select Playback Domain for Domain Type.
ii. Select a playback domain name you added in Domain Management.
iii. For StreamName, enter the StreamName in the push URL.
iv. Select a URL expiration time, such as 2021-05-25 23:59:59 .
v. Select a transcoding template if you want to transcode the stream and get a playback URL of the transcoded
stream. This step is not necessary if you play the original stream.
vi. Click Generate Address to generate an LEB playback URL whose format is
webrtc://domain/path/stream_id .
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3. You can use the following methods to test playback in different scenarios:
Playback on web: We recommend you use the TCPlayer demo to test playback.

：

Note

The demo supports changing video quality during playback. You can create a transcoding template to
output HD and SD videos in Feature Configuration > Live Transcoding, enter in the demo a
WebRTC URL containing the transcoding template, and play it. If you don't need to test this feature,
enter the original WebRTC URL.
For more information on live transcoding and its billing, see Live Transcoding.

Playback on mobile devices: We recommend you use the TCToolkit app to test playback on mobile devices.
Open the app, select Live broadcast > LEB Player, enter the playback URL manually or scan the QR code
generated in the previous step to auto-fill the URL, and then tap Start Playback.

：

Note

If you want to play the stream in your app, you can integrate the MLVB SDK. If you have any questions,
see FAQs.
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Step 5. Use LEB
Our LEB solution for mobile devices supports B-frame decoding and playback of AAC files. It has been integrated
into the MLVB SDK.

FAQs
Generating playback URLs
The format of LEB URLs is the same as that of LVB URLs except that the former start with webrtc while the latter
start with rtmp .
LEB playback URL format: webrtc://domain/path/stream_id or
webrtc://domain/path/stream_id?txSecret=xxx&txTime=xxx (hotlink protection enabled). For how to
generate a playback URL, see Get the playback URL.

：

Note

You can use URLs of transcoded streams to play at different resolutions and bitrates. For how to generate a
playback URL for a transcoded stream, see Live Remuxing and Transcoding.

B-frames
The LEB solution for web does not support decoding or playing B-frames. If a stream contains B-frames, the
backend will remove them in transcoding, which will increase latency and incur transcoding fees. Please avoid
pushing streams with B-frames or use streaming software such as OBS to remove them by adjusting the video
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encoding parameters. The figure below shows how to remove B-frames using OBS:

Audio transcoding
Playback using browsers only supports the standard WebRTC protocol and does not support AAC. If a stream pushed
contains audio in AAC format, the system will transcode the audio into Opus format, which will incur audio transcoding
fees.
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SDK Integration
：

Last updated 2022-11-23 11:11:03
As a lower-latency version of LVB, LEB provides superb live streaming experience with millisecond playback
latency, far lower than that of live stream playback using traditional protocols.
Before you use LEB, please read LEB Billing Overview to learn about its billable items and pricing.

：

Note

LEB uses the WebRTC protocol to ensure low latency. It adopts the Opus codec and does not support Bframes. If the original stream contains B-frames or the codec is not Opus, the CSS backend will remove the Bframes and transcode the stream to Opus format, which will incur standard transcoding fees.

Integration into Application
Directions
You can integrate the MLVB SDK into your iOS or Android application to implement the live push and playback
features.
Live push: Capture from the camera or phone screen and push the stream to CSS using the RTMP protocol. For
details, see Publishing (Camera) and Publishing (Screen Recording).
Live playback: Play streams using WebRTC with ultra-low latency. For details, see Playback > LEB.

：

Note

The MLVB SDK leverages the capabilities of CSS, IM, TRTC, and other services to implement low-latency
audio/video communication for multiple parties, allowing participants to interact with each other while others
watch. For details, see Mic Connect.

Free demo
TCToolkit is an open-source and comprehensive audio/video solution developed by Tencent Cloud. You can use it to
try out LEB’s capability to play live streams with millisecond latency.

Platform

Demo

Push Demonstration (Android)
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Android

iOS

Under maintenance

Integration into Webpage
Directions
You can use the following ways to achieve live push and playback on your websites:
Live push on web: The push component is designed and packaged according to the WebRTC standard, which is
supported by most browsers. You can enable the live push feature simply by importing the code we provide. For
details, see WebRTC Push.

：

Note

The Opus audio codec is used for the push of WebRTC streams. Therefore, if you use an LVB protocol
(RTMP, HTTP-FLV, or HLS) for playback, the CSS backend will automatically convert the audio to AAC
format to ensure successful playback, which will incur audio transcoding fees. For details, see Live
Transcoding > Audio Transcoding. If you publish and play streams using the LEB protocol, CSS will not
transcode the audio.
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With WebRTC, each push domain can be used for up to 1,000 concurrent streams by default. If you
want to push more streams, please submit a ticket.

Live playback on web: We recommend you use our web player SDK TCPlayerLite, which supports playing
WebRTC streams on mobile and desktop browsers and delivers a superb streaming experience with millisecond
latency, far lower than that of playback using traditional live streaming protocols.

：

Note

If a browser does not support WebRTC, a WebRTC URL passed into the player will be converted to better
support playback. By default, WebRTC is converted to HLS on mobile browsers and HTTP-FLV on desktop
browsers.

Free demo
Live push on web: You can test the web push feature in Web Push of the CSS console.
Live playback on web: You can use the TCPlayer demo to test playback on web.

：

Note

Both live push and playback on web use the standard WebRTC protocol. Web push does not generate Bframes, and audio is encoded in Opus format, so there will be no costs of audio transcoding or B-frame
removal.
The demo supports changing video quality during playback. To test it, create a transcoding template to
output HD and SD videos in Feature Configuration > Live Transcoding, enter in the demo a WebRTC
URL containing the transcoding template, and play it. If you don't need to test this feature, enter the
original WebRTC URL.
For more information on live transcoding and its billing, see Live Transcoding.

Implementing WebRTC Push Using OBS
LEB (ultra-low-latency live streaming) uses WebRTC to push live audio/video or video files to the CSS server. The
following describes how to use OBS to push WebRTC streams.

Notes
Your OBS version must be v26 or later.
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We only offer an OBS plugin for Windows currently. If you want to use OBS to implement the WebRTC push feature
on macOS, see Integration into Webpage.

Configuring the OBS plugin
1. Configure the plugin
i. Download the OBS plugin, replace the services.json and package.json files in the data > obsplugins > rtmp-services directory ( obs-studio is installed in C:\Program Files\ by default and
the path is C:\Program Files\obs-studio\data\obs-plugins\rtmp-services ) with the same
files in the data directory of the downloaded package.

ii. Use the above two JSON files to replace the same files in C:\Users\<your computer=""
name="">\AppData\Roaming\obs-studio\plugin_config\rtmp-services .
2. Configure the plugin's dynamic library
Move the DLL files in obs-plugins\64bit to obs-studio > obs-plugins > 64bit. ( obs-studio is
installed in C:\Program Files\ by default and the path is C:\Program Files\obs-studio\obsplugins\64bit ).

Configuring the push URL
1. Generate a WebRTC push address.
2. Log in to the CSS console and go to CSS Toolkit > Address Generator to generate a push URL. For detailed
directions, see Address Generator.
3. Change the rtmp prefix in the URL generated to webrtc . For details, see Splicing Live Streaming URLs.
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4. Configure push in OBS
5. Open OBS and click Controls > Settings at the bottom to enter the settings page.
6. Click Stream, select Tencent webrtc for Service and Default for Server, enter the generated
WebRTC push URL in Stream Key, and append to it
&stopstream_api=https://webrtcpush.myqcloud.com/webrtc/v1/stopstream .
Sample stream key:
webrtc://domain/AppName/StreamName?txSecret=xxx&txTime=xxx&stopstream_api=https:
//webrtcpush.myqcloud.com/webrtc/v1/stopstream
As shown below:
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LEB playback
For how to use the MLVB SDK for LEB playback, see Playback > (LEB).
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WebRTC Push
：

Last updated 2022-06-10 15:58:30
The TXLivePusher SDK is used to push streams for LEB (ultra-low latency streaming). It can push audio and video
the browser captures from the camera, screen, or a local media file to live streaming servers via WebRTC.

：

Note

With WebRTC, each push domain name can be used for up to 100 concurrent streams by default. If you
want to push more streams, please submit a ticket.

Basics
Below are some basics you need to know before integrating the SDK.

Splicing push URLs
To use Tencent Cloud live streaming services, you need to splice push URLs in the format required by Tencent Cloud,
which consists of four parts.

An authentication key is not required. You can enable push authentication if you need hotlink protection. For details,
see Splicing Live Streaming URLs.

Browser support
Push for LEB relies on WebRTC and therefore can only be used on OS and browsers that support WebRTC.
The audio/video capturing feature is poorly supported on mobile browsers. For example, mobile browsers do not
support screen recording, and only iOS 14.3 and later allow requesting camera access. Therefore, the push SDK is
mainly used on desktop browsers. The latest version of Chrome, Firefox, and Safari all support push for LEB.
To push streams via mobile browsers, use the MLVB SDK.
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SDK Integration
Step 1. Prepare the page
Add an initialization script to the (desktop) page from which streams are to be pushed.
<script src="https://imgcache.qq.com/open/qcloud/live/webrtc/js/TXLivePusher-1.0.
2.min.js" charset="utf-8"></script>

：

Note

The script needs to be imported into the body part of the HTML code. If it is imported into the head part,
an error will be reported.

If your business is in a domain-limited region, you can import the following link:
<script src="https://cloudcache.tencent-cloud.com/open/qcloud/live/webrtc/js/TXLi
vePusher-1.0.2.min.js" charset="utf-8"></script>

Step 2. Add a container to the HTML page
Add a player container to the section of the page where local video is to be played. This is achieved by adding a div
and giving it a name, for example, id_local_video . Local video will be rendered in the container. To adjust the
size of the container, style the div using CSS.
<div id="id_local_video" style="width:100%;height:500px;display:flex;align-items:
center;justify-content:center;"></div>

Step 3. Push streams
1. Generate an instance of the push SDK:
Generate an instance of the global object TXLivePusher . All subsequent operations will be performed via the
instance.
var livePusher = new TXLivePusher();

2. Specify the local video player container:
Specify the div for the local video player container, which is where audio and video captured by the browser will be
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rendered.
livePusher.setRenderView('id_local_video');

：

Note

The video element generated via setRenderView is unmuted by default. To mute video, obtain the video
element using the code below.
document.getElementById('id_local_video').getElementsByTagName('video')[0].m
uted = true;

3. Set audio/video quality:
Audio/video quality should be set before capturing. You can specify quality parameters if the default settings do not
meet your requirements.
// Set video quality
livePusher.setVideoQuality('720p');
// Set audio quality
livePusher.setAudioQuality('standard');
// Set the frame rate
livePusher.setProperty('setVideoFPS', 25);

4. Capture streams:
You can capture streams from the camera, mic, screen and local media files. If capturing is successful, the player
container will start playing the audio/video captured.

// Turn the camera on
livePusher.startCamera();
// Turn the mic on
livePusher.startMicrophone();

5. Push streams:
Pass in the LEB push URL to start pushing streams. For the format of push URLs, see Splicing Live Streaming
URLs. You need to replace the prefix rtmp:// with webrtc:// .
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livePusher.startPush('webrtc://domain/AppName/StreamName?txSecret=xxx&txTime=xx
x');

：

Note

Before push, make sure that audio/video streams are captured successfully, or you will fail to call the push API.
You can use the code below to push streams automatically after audio/video is captured, that is, after the
callback for capturing the first audio or video frame is received. If both audio and video are captured, push
starts only after both the callback for capturing the first audio frame and that for the first video frame are
received.

var hasVideo = false;
var hasAudio = false;
var isPush = false;
livePusher.setObserver({
onCaptureFirstAudioFrame: function() {
hasAudio = true;
if (hasVideo && !isPush) {
isPush = true;
livePusher.startPush('webrtc://domain/AppName/StreamName?txSecret=xxx&txTime=xxx'
);
}
},
onCaptureFirstVideoFrame: function() {
hasVideo = true;
if (hasAudio && !isPush) {
isPush = true;
livePusher.startPush('webrtc://domain/AppName/StreamName?txSecret=xxx&txTime=xxx'
);
}
}
});

6. Stop push:
livePusher.stopPush();

7. Stop capturing audio and video:
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// Turn the camera off
livePusher.stopCamera();
// Turn the mic off
livePusher.stopMicrophone();

Advanced Features
Compatibility
The SDK provides a static method to check whether a browser supports WebRTC.

TXLivePusher.checkSupport().then(function(data) {
// Whether WebRTC is supported
if (data.isWebRTCSupported) {
console.log('WebRTC Support');
} else {
console.log('WebRTC Not Support');
}
// Whether H.264 is supported
if (data.isH264EncodeSupported) {
console.log('H264 Encode Support');
} else {
console.log('H264 Encode Not Support');
}
});

Event callbacks
The SDK supports callback event notifications. You can set an observer to receive callbacks of the SDK’s status and
WebRTC-related statistics.
livePusher.setObserver({
// Warnings for push
onWarning: function(code, msg) {
console.log(code, msg);
},
// Push status
onPushStatusUpdate: function(status, msg) {
console.log(status, msg);
},
// Push statistics
onStatisticsUpdate: function(data) {
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console.log('video fps is ' + data.video.framesPerSecond);
}
});

Device management
You can use a device management instance to get the device list, switch devices, and perform other device-related
operations.

var deviceManager = livePusher.getDeviceManager();
// Get the device list
deviceManager.getDevicesList().then(function(data) {
data.forEach(function(device) {
console.log(device.deviceId, device.deviceName);
});
});
// Switch cameras
deviceManager.switchCamera('camera_device_id');
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LEB Versus LVB
：

Last updated 2022-03-17 10:34:09
As a lower-latency version of LVB, LEB provides superb live streaming experience with millisecond playback latency,
far lower than that of live stream playback using traditional protocols. LEB is designed for scenarios with high latency
requirements. In addition to live shopping and online education, it is also suitable for interactive scenarios such as live
sports streaming and live game streaming.

Protocol Comparison
Common playback protocols used by LVB include RTMP, HTTP-FLV, and HLS, all of which are based on TCP. With
TCP, due to delayed acknowledgement and piggybacking, acknowledgement is not sent immediately after data is
received, but only after the data accumulates to a certain size. This leads to perceptible latency. Under poor network
conditions, this mechanism will cause data to build up, resulting in data transfer congestion and a latency of several or
dozens of seconds.

Low-latency live streaming services in the industry use protocols such as QUIC, SRT, WebRTC, and ORTC. Among
these, the latency of QUIC is relatively high because it does not have the characteristics of streaming media. SRT,
WebRTC, and ORTC have streaming media characteristics and can stream with millisecond latency, but SRT and
ORTC are not as widely used as WebRTC. As a result, LEB uses the UDP-based WebRTC to implement low-latency
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live streaming.

Latency Comparison
With LVB, the typical latency of HTTP-FLV is 2-10 seconds, which is mainly caused by large GOP size and data
buildup under poor network conditions. The latency of HLS is higher, usually several to dozens of seconds, and is
caused by large GOP size and large TS segments. HLS works by downloading data chunks and generating an index
file, so its latency is affected by the size of TS segments. Many players wait until 3 TS segments are received before
playback, which may result in a latency of dozens of seconds. HLS has the highest latency among the protocols used
by LVB.
LEB uses WebRTC to achieve low latency. Most mainstream browsers, including Chrome and Safari, have supported
WebRTC, so we can offer standard WebRTC capabilities via browsers. In addition, the well-established, open-source
WebRTC SDK makes optimization and customization easy, allowing us to customize an SDK with improved low-
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latency streaming features. The typical latency of LEB is 300-1000 ms.

LEB Strengths
More than 2,100 acceleration nodes across the world, covering 25 countries/regions
Ultra-high bandwidth (supports bandwidth of over 100 Tbps)
High quality (30% packet loss tolerance), low cost, and a full range of features
Easy integration and high compatibility (you only need to modify the playback SDK to use a complete set of
features)
Instant streaming and ultra-low latency. As demonstrated by the test below, LEB can keep latency at around 300
ms or even as low as 43 ms.
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